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Section 1 - Background
Brennercom is a dynamic operator offering
tailor-made, IP cloud-based solutions to
businesses and IT service providers. It operates
on the Milano-Monaco axis in three countries:
Italy, Austria and Germany. Brennercom’s
network covers an area of 58,000 km and is
powered by in-house data centers in Trento,
Bolzano and Innsbruck.
Brennercom provides its customers with full
service options and prides itself on rapid
request processing and efficient support. The
company’s offering of a full warranty, combined
with its strength in customer relationship
management, makes it a standout among other
IP Centrex solutions.
Section 2 – Problem
Brennercom had been working with its existing
IP MPLS network infrastructure and three TDM
exchanges providing telephone connectivity.
The TDM PBXs were old versions, and Lucent
was no longer able to provide the replacement
parts needed to maintain the systems.
Brennercom then made the decision to switch
to IP. Working with Giorgio Fiore, an Ericsson
solution architect who later joined the
Brennercom team, the company designed,
installed and configured a new IMS platform.
Section 3 – Solution
The b.CENTREX service launched in March
2014 is a dedicated offering suitable for small,
medium and large enterprises. The service
combines voice solutions, virtual PBX,
innovative Unified Communications solutions
and a Snom telephone – all supported by the IP
MPLS network and configured through the IMS
Brennercom portal. b.CENTREX supplies IPbased services to customers with all the
benefits of VoIP technology. Services are
accessible from both IP phones and computers,
equipping workplaces with advanced
collaboration functionality such as voice IP
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Centrex services, integration with Outlook,
Explorer and Firefox, voicemail services and
receptionist services. All services are supplied
for a single monthly fee. The IMS solution is
based on a joint Ericsson and Broadsoft
implementation, with Ericsson as the core
switching architecture and Broadsoft providing
the application layer enabling the new IP
services. The only hardware necessary on the
customer site is the router, switch and Snom IP
telephone(s).
Polycom, Cisco and Snom were all considered
as suppliers of the IP telephones. The Snom 7
Series desk phones and M Series DECT phones
were selected due to their proven compatibility
with the IMS platform and Broadsoft
applications (RFC compliancy), and because
their exceptional value ensures that
Brennercom’s offerings remain at a competitive
price point for years to come.
Section 4 - Benefits
The final IP solution provides unique benefits to
Brennercom customers, that Snom stands for:
Superb Audio
Easy internal integration with leading
VOIP systems
• Precision German Engineering
The close relationship with Snom also results in
superior service through local technical and
sales assistance.
•
•

Section 5 - Future
Today, Brennercom is running both IMS and
TDM systems, although it is important to note
that all new activations for the last two years
have been on IMS. Brennercom is in the
process of phasing out the Lucent TDM
system.
Brennercom continues to test and implement
new services on the Broadsoft platform, and
works with Snom to ensure the best possible
customer service and voice quality.
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" Snom’s compatibility with IMS was comprehensive, and we knew that their phones could be used
without any problems. We selected Snom based on the high quality of their products and their local
support. We have never implemented any other IP telephone because other vendors’ phones would make
our offering less competitive and introduce potential for integration problems.”
Giorgio Fiore, Marketing Team Leader, Brennercom
"We are very happy to be working with Brennercom on the b.CENTREX project. Working ongoing with
Brennercom technical personnel, in particular Roberto Bressan and Alberto Zanoni, has created an
ongoing close relationship as the service continues to expand and new services are added."
Fabio Albanini, Managing Director of Snom Technology Italy
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